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Instructions: Recall the concept of Perfect Continuous Tenses and practice the 

given worksheet in your English Notebook.  

 Perfect Continuous Tense 

 

Present Perfect 

Continuous 

Past Perfect 

Continuous 

Future Perfect 

Continuous 

Subject + have/has + 

been + main verb with -

ing 

Subject + had + been + 

main verb with -ing 

Subject + will have + 

been + main verb with -

ing 

I have been watching this 

movie since morning. 

I had been watching this 

movie ever since my 

childhood. 

I will have been watching 

this movie on next 

Saturday evening. 

 

 

 

A. Fill in the gaps in the short story with the past perfect continuous tense of the 

verbs given in the brackets. 

The sun was shining and the smell of freshly cut grass was all over in the air. Mike 

(sit) …………………... in the garden for few hours, sleeping in his chair. He was 

exhausted because he (work) …………………………. long days at the office. His 

dog, Ruffle, was lying in the shade of an old tree. He (chew) ………………. on a 

slipper for a while, but Mike hadn’t noticed. Mike (dream)……………………. about 

disappear         sit          work          chew        dream 

 

mind            wonder            steal 
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going on holiday to a tropical island. Suddenly, a dark shadow dashed over the 

fence and through the open kitchen door, Ruffle (mind)………………………. his own 

business with the slipper, but the furry shadow caught his attention. Barking, he 

ran after the creature. He leaped over Mike’s legs and began a ferocious chase. 

Mike awoke to the sound of the disturbance and saw his dog chasing a fat cat away 

from his food bowl. For the last few weeks, Mike(wonder)………………. why Ruffle’s 

new dog biscuits (disappear)………………………… faster than he could refill them. 

The cat (steal)………………… his food. 

 

B. Answer these questions about the story using full sentences in the 

past perfect continuous. 

Q1. How long had Mike been sitting in the garden? 

Q2. Why was Mike exhausted? 

Q3. What had Ruffle been doing that Mike hadn’t noticed? 

Q4. How do you know that Ruffle wasn’t disturbing anyone before the cat arrived? 

Q5. Why had the dog biscuits been disappearing? 

  


